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Systems Thinking: Coping with 21st Century Problems (Industrial Innovation)CRC Press, 2008
It is a great pleasure to introduce this inaugural edition of Systems Thinking: Coping with 21st Century Problems by John Boardman and Brian Sauser. In response to the increasing relevance of “systems thinking” to global challenges from terrorism to energy to clean water to healthcare, these authors provide a unique perspective on the...
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Recording Tips for Engineers, Second Edition: For cleaner, brighter tracksFocal Press, 2005
"Crammed with everything you need, and I mean everything. Simple explanations with brilliant illustrations, every conceivable studio tip and trick, a few 'rock star' anecdotes and, as usual, Tim's humor is great." Bob Schwall, Battery Studios     

       Over a thousand easy-to-use tips, hints, tricks, how-tos, setups,...
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Tensors: The Mathematics of Relativity Theory and Continuum MechanicsSpringer, 2007
This book emerged from courses taught at the University College of Dublin, Carnegie-Mellon University and mostly at Simon Fraser University. This is a modern introduction to the theory of tensor algebra and tensor analysis. It discusses tensor algebra in Chapters 1 and 2. Differential manifold is introduced in Chapter 3. Tensor analysis,...
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Biomechanical Systems TechnologyWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009
Because of rapid developments in computer technology and computational techniques, advances in a wide spectrum of technologies, coupled with cross-disciplinary pursuits between technology and its application to human body processes, the field of biomechanics continues to evolve. Many areas of significant progress include dynamics of musculoskeletal...
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3D Game Development with Microsoft Silverlight 3: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
Microsoft Silverlight is a programmable web browser plug-in that enables the animation, vector graphics, and audio-video playback features that characterize Rich Internet Applications. Silverlight is a great (and growing) RIA platform and games are the next level to exploit in it. But it doesn't offer 3D capabilities out of the box and integrating...
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Surviving the War for Talent in Asia: How Innovation Can HelpIBM Press, 2009

	Find and Keep the Outstanding Leaders You Need to Win in Asia!

	
		
			Specific solutions for recruiting and retaining great people in North Asia, South Asia, Australia, and New Zealand

	
	
		
			Seven new case studies, plus...
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Graph Transformations and Model-Driven EngineeringSpringer, 2010

	This festschrift volume, published in honor of Manfred Nagl on the occasion of his 65th birthday, contains 30 refereed contributions, edited by five of his academic descendants. The types of papers vary significantly, including classic research papers in the style of journal articles, surveys of focused research areas, essays reflecting on...
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iOS SDK Programming A Beginners GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Response to the iPhone, the iPod touch, and now the iPad has been nothing short of overwhelming. The App Store has captured the hobbyist’s imagination like no other platform in recent memory. Hobbyists have made—and will continue to make—money from their creations sold on the App Store. And we aren’t necessarily...
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Learning Quartz Composer: A Hands-On Guide to Creating Motion Graphics with Quartz ComposerAddison Wesley, 2012

	 


	Welcome to Learning Quartz Composer! We guarantee this will be the most fun geek book you have read, and by the end your digital world will be a better-looking place. Whether you dream of live visuals, interactive installations, Cocoa apps, dashboard widgets, or extra awesomeness for your film and motion...
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tinyAVR Microcontroller Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	CREATE FIENDISHLY FUN tinyAVR MICROCONTROLLER PROJECTS


	This wickedly inventive guide shows you how to conceptualize, build, and program 34 tinyAVR microcontroller devices that you can use for either entertainment or practical purposes. After covering the development process, tools, and power supply sources, tinyAVR...
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Five Stars: Putting Online Reviews to Work for Your BusinessSybex, 2014

	Create positive visibility for your business with this essential roadmap


	Everyone now understands the importance of online reviews on sites such as Yelp. This unique book helps you influence the process and leverage the results to increase sales and revenue. Five Stars is the perfect guide to a timely and crucial...
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Wireframing Essentials (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2014

	If you've ever wanted to be a User Experience (UX) designer, this book will give you a great head start. It's a comprehensive handbook to the core principles and leads you through design methodologies with many practical examples.


	Overview

	
		Get up to speed on the industry standard design...
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